
Complete 1 requirement to earn this patch.  Item: GLOW-PARTY: $1.15 

Have a fun Glow Party with a festive patch! 

 
1. Host your own glow party or help out at one. 

 

2. Enjoy glow party  inspired treat or drink, like neon colored cupcakes, Jell-o, juice, or cookies. 

 

3. Look at different  glow party accessories at a store. Name at least 3. 

 

4. Design your own glow party outfit or accessory on paper OR combine an outfit in real life. 

 

5. Design or make your own decorations for the glow party. Some examples are: hanging up lights, designing 

neon posters, invitations, and designing a sign. 

 

6. Black lights are the main source of fun at a glow party. Figure out how a black light works and 2 uses for it. 

 

7. Play a game that involves a glow item. Some examples include: hot potato, glow stick tag, dance-off, musical 

chairs, the glow blob, and hide and seek. 

 

8. Decorate a shirt in glow or neon paint, tye-dye, or puffy paint for your glow party. 

 

 9.  Make a playlist of songs  for a glow party and share with the host. 

 

10. Go shopping for your accessories for the glow party. Some examples: glow necklaces, neon sunglasses, glow 

bracelets, neon shoelaces, light up necklace or headband. 

 

11. Experiment with glow or neon body paint on your face or arms. Draw a nice design like a flower, swirl, star, or 

heart. 

 

12. Make a look with make-up on paper, on a friend, or on yourself with neon or glittery looks. A fun, easy look is 

colored mascara or bright lipstick.  

 

13. Finish your look with neon and glittery nail polish. Experiment with different colors and deigns. 

 

14. Teach younger children how to play a game at a glow party OR donate your excess, unused glow items to a 

shelter so they can have some fun. 

 

15. Budget and making a shopping list for a pretend or real glow party. Include food and glow items. 

 

16. Learn more about a glow party or the 1980’s. 

 

17. Learn more about how a glow stick was invented, how they became popular, 3 useful uses for a glow stick in 

every day life OR create your own glow stick. 

 

 
**NOTE: PLEASE don't open, break, or bite your glow items!! Please wash the infected place thoroughly if it  

accidentally breaks open. If necessary, call Poison Control.** 

 

 

Glow Party 



What is a glow stick anyways? 
After Dr. Edwin Chandross invented the glow stick by accident in the 1962 
by combining oxalic acid (chloride) and hydrogen peroxide, there were 
many uses for glow sticks. The “crack” you hear when you snap the glow 
stick is the thin glass tube inside the plastic breaking to  
release the glow-y chemicals. It didn’t start out as an essential piece at 
glow parties—at first! It helped the military see at night without power, 
stored in cars and first aid kits for emergencies, trick-or-treating, police 
officers direct during the night, miners, crossing guards in the early morn-
ing, and camping. The best part is that it didn’t give off any heat, water-
proof, and don’t use any electricity! Some glow sticks last 24 hours.  
 

Glow sticks became popular in the 80’s, which is known as the NEON color 
era. Their neon illuminating effect comes after the separate casings are  
broken, phenyl oxalate and fluorescent, neon colored dye solution mix with 
hydrogen peroxide. The first official sale of glow sticks were to circuses. It also 
became popular to use them in camping to tie a string on it and hang it from a 
tree. 

When outdoor music venues and concerts started 
rising in the 80s, glow sticks were allowed in theaters because they didn’t give 
off heat and couldn’t catch on fire.  
Concerts were the beginning of “glow parties.” Often, dancing parties would 
happen once it was nighttime and you can see their dance moves due to the 

glow sticks. The first glow necklace was a piece ribbon or twine around the glow stick. Later on in the 
90’s, thin glow necklaces and bracelets were invented for a less clunky way to glow. 

If you turn on a black light bulb in a dark room, 
what you can see from the bulb is a purplish 
glow. What you cannot see is the ultraviolet 
light that the bulb is also producing. 

Our eyes can see visible light in a spectrum 

ranging from red through orange, yellow, green, 

blue and violet. Above violet is ultraviolet light, 

which we cannot see. A black light bulb pro-

duces UVA light ). What you see glowing under a black light are called phosphors. 

A phosphor is any substance that emits visible light in response to some sort 

of radiation. A phosphor converts the energy in the UV radiation from a black light 

into visible light. 

Uses 

*amusement park stamps on hand 

*neon posters or decorations 

*black light writing in escape games or spy games 

Covers requirements #6, 16, 17 
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How did they become popular and what is a glow 
party? 

How do black lights work and what are some uses? 

*beauty items 
*highlighters 
*identifying fake money 
*crime scenes 



Glow Party Budgeting 

Covers requirement #15 
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4 for $1 

Or $.25 each 

$1.25 each $.10 per package 

(serves 5-8) 
$3.25 for 25 

$2.75 for assorted 

pack of 3 

$5.25 

2 for $3 

Or $1.50 each 

$5.00 each $4.00 

You can only spend $50 for your party. Write in the box below what you will purchase add it up and see how you did. You 
can be under $50 but not over!   

JELL-O® 

Liter of soda 

iPod speaker 

Suggested Solutions on page 18 

NEON cups 

Glow body paint 

Ring OR pair of earrings 
Pack of 5 NEON 
nail polishes 

Fun glasses 
Glow bracelets 

Item Quantity Amount Paid 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Total of receipt: $__________ 

Purchase Receipt 

$3.00 each (typical 

lights need 2-4) 

Blacklight light bulb 

2 for $5 

Or $2.50 each 

NEON shirt 

NEON leg warmers 

$3.50 

Cupcake mix  

$1.25 each 

(makes 24 

cupcakes) 

$1.15 each 

(serves 20  

people) 

NEON hair  
extension 

$5 for a pack of 

2 pieces 

Board game (for 4-
8 people) 
$7 each 

Mini pizza 
bites 
$5.25 each 
for feeding 8-
10 people 

Ingredients for 
NEON punch 
$3.50—serves 20 

$3.15 
Glow headband 

NEON  
balloons  
$.10 each  
Or $1.50  
for 20 

NEON 
wrapped 
candies 
$1.50 for a 
package 
(serves 10) 

Cotton candy $1 each (serves 1-2 people) 

NEON streamers  
$.75 each  
Or $1.50 for a pack of 
2 colors 

NEON banner 
$2.25 (3 ft each) 

NEON poster 
board 
$.25 each 
Or 4 for $1 

NEON markers 
$4.25 for a pack of 12 

 



Glow Party Accessories Shopping Quiz 

1. What is your style? 
A. Simple and whatever I grab first 
B. Elegant and glitzy 
C. Retro, neon, and throwbacks 
D. Prints on prints—I like to be a little wild 

 
2. What do you like to do with your hair? 
A. Nothing, messy bun, or ponytail 
B. Glittery clips or pearl hairpiece 
C. Clip on neon hair pieces or hair chalk 
D. Cloth headband in a funky print 
 

3. What is your go-to item in your 
closet? 
A. Hoodie or sweatshirt 
B. Glittery or rhinestone top 
C. Leggings 
D. Cheetah printed cardigan 
 

 
4. What makeup look would you 
do? 
A. Natural look or brown eye 
shadow with mascara 
B. Glittery eye shadow with 
black eyeliner 
C. Bright colored eye shadow or lipstick 
D. Blending in with bright colors and 
dark colors or fun fake eyelashes 
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Covers requirement #10 

ANSWERS: 

 

If you chose MOSTLY A’s: you would love to shop for a scrunchie, a bracelet, or colored sneaker laces. 

If you want to go out of your comfort zone, try a bright nail polish on your accent finger. 

 

If you chose MOSTLY B’s: you would love to shop for a glittery hair piece, earrings, or new shoes. If 

you want to go out of your comfort zone, try a printed shirt with fun prints. 

 

If you chose MOSTLY C’s: you would love to shop for a glow necklace, nail polish, leg warmers, or neon 

shirt. If you want to go out of your comfort zone, try a purse with a cute animal on it. 

 

If you chose MOSTLY D’s: you would love to shop for a shirt with neon animals on it, a unique purse, or 

a new headband. If you want to go out of your comfort zone, try a simple pair of leggings or shoes. 

5. What is your favorite accessory? 
A. A silver bangle or a 
small necklace 
B. A large decorative ring 
C. Long gold necklace 

with different images 
D. Chunky necklace in fun 
colors 
 

6. What is your shoe 
choice? 
A. Sneakers 
B. Glittery heels or flats 
C. Ankle boots 
D. Flats in a fun design, like cheetah     

or zebra print 
 
7. What type of movie is your favorite? 
A. Sporty or comedy 
B. Princess or romance 
C. Set in the 80s or dance party 
D. Animal or adventure 
 
8. What purse would you like the 

best? 
A. Mini backpack or small  
zippered bag 
B. A bedazzled clutch or  
sequined purse 
C. Bright or metallic colored with a silver strap 
D. Fun print or design, like unicorn shaped or 
chevrons 

Pick the answer the BEST describes you. 



Glow Party Word Search 

Covers requirement #7 
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F S E M A G L V N H Z A U D F 

W L N O I T A T I V N I S A I 

K O U T E L H A Y C N R C N H 

S C L O A I M G O D O D T C S 

T U I G R Y G N I H E X F E S 

H M O T Y E C H P R N P F B O 

G I U T S E S S T A B L S L R 

I X R S R W O C I I A R P A D 

L A R T I H O L E S E N L C N 

P V N U P C S L H N U S A K A 

V W H I T E L L G F T Q T L H 

U L T R A V I O L E T R T I C 

S I R P B G F H E G G V E G A 

R D Z L H R E T T I L G R H W 

J B H T B O D Y P A I N T T O 

BLACKLIGHT BODYPAINT BRIGHT 

CHANDROSS CONCERT DANCE 

EIGHTIES FLASHLIGHT FLUORESCENT 

FUN GAMES GLITTER 

GLOW GLOWSTICK INVITATION 

LIGHTS MUSIC NAILS 

NEON PARTY PHOSPHORS 

SPLATTER ULTRAVIOLET WHITE 



Glow Party DIY Clothes 

NEON Tye-Dye Shirt 
 
white 100% cotton t-shirts   
rubber gloves 
rubber bands 
Plastic tablecloth or a large garbage bag per participant to place on your 
lawn 
NEON tie dye kit [found at your local craft store] 
old clothes to wear while dyeing 
 
*Make sure to cover yourself with clothes you don’t mind getting dirty* 
 
There are several ways to tie-dye a piece of clothing.  Start with a white piece of cotton clothing that has 
been washed at least once.  **CAUTION:  Don’t work with dyes in or around where food is prepared, or 
mix dyes with a container or spoon used for eating.** 
 
Three different design ideas:  
 
1)  Take a dowel rod or stick and place it in the middle of a shirt. Twist the rod ever so slightly until the 
shirt is turned into a complete circle of swirls.  Do the same to the sleeves or create another design. 
Rubber band the circle of the shirt and other areas you have swirled the shirt.  Apply the dye as directed 
on the container.    
 
2)  Tie rubber bands in different areas of the shirt.  Keep in mind the bands must be tight to ensure that 
the dye doesn't seep through to areas that you would like to stay white. Apply dye as directed.  
 
3) Twist, turn and bind the shirt in different areas and designs.  Secure the design with rubber bands.  

Apply dye as directed on the container.  
 
For a variety of colors on your shirt, use the squeeze or spray bottle method.  Mix your dye as directed.  
Saturate the area where you would like that color and continue this method with other colors.  Place item 
in a gallon ziploc bag sealed tight for at least 24 hours. Wash garment in the washer alone in cold water 
until all colors run clear. Toss it in a dryer to set the colors.  NOTE:  Do not wash with other shirts due to 
the dye bleeding on other clothing.  
 

NEON Scrunchie 
 
2 inches wide X 22 inches long of NEON cotton or cotton blend fabric 
Sewing machine, with matching thread 
2 large safety pins 
Elastic1/4 inch wide, about 6 inches long 
 
Start by folding the fabric in half long way, so it looks like a long tube.  Take the top part of the fabric and 
fold one edge over, to create a small hem, sewing it on the wrong side of the fabric.  Repeat on the other 
end of the fabric.  Trim the threads and fold it back together, with the outside of the fabric facing out.  
Sew down the side of the fabric, making sure each side is together as you sew down the side.  Use the 
pressure foot as a guide for the width.  Guide the pressure along the edge of the fabric.  
 
Next place a large safety pin on the top of the fabric, only pinning one side of the fabric.  Push the safety 
pin through the tube.  Continue to push the tube through until the fabric is turned right side out.  Unhook 
the safety pin. 
 
Cut the elastic to go inside the scrunchie, about 6 inches.  Attach the safety to one end of the elastic and 
another at the other end attaching it to the fabric. This way you will not loose the end of the elastic as 
you are pushing it through.  Covers requirements #4, 8 
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Glow Party DIY Clothes 

Glow Party Leggings 
 
NEON paint 
Cheap pair of black or white leggings 
Paintbrush with fluffy bristles 
Disposable bowl or plate 
Newspaper or trash bag per participant to place on your lawn 
Extra: appliqués, NEON puffy paint, stencils 
 
*Make sure to cover yourself with clothes you don’t mind getting dirty* 
 
Lay the leggings on the newspaper or trash bag flat with the legs spread out, front side first. Take the 
NEON paint and pour some in the disposable container. Place the paintbrush in the container and  
splatter or flick the NEON paint over the leggings. You can do designs with stencils or NEON puffy paint 
as well. Let the front side dry first. Flip the leggings over when they’re completely dry and repeat. 

 

NEON Designed Shirt 
 
White, black, or NEON colored shirt (plain, no design) 
NEON puffy paint, paint, or markers 
Stencils (various designs) 
Cardboard 
Extra: NEON sew-on letters, appliqués 
 
 

*Make sure to cover yourself with clothes you don’t mind getting dirty* 
 
If you are sewing anything on like letters or appliqués, do this BEFORE you start painting.  
 
Insert the cardboard piece inside the shirt. Begin designing your shirt with stencils, puffy paint, and 
markers. Let the front of the shirt dry completely before designing the back. 

 

Retro Necklace 
 
Light green glass or porcelain beads (jade is hard to find) 
Bigger light green glass or porcelain bead  
Clear jewelry string 
 
String the beads onto the string. Round beads work the best, but if they are different 
shapes, that makes it more unique! Place the bigger bead in the middle for a center 

piece. You can alternate with gold or red beads if you like, but necklaces are traditionally all the same 
around. Wear with your costume or just for good luck. 
 

Groovy Headband 

 
Fabric covered headband 
NEON appliqués, neon feathers (if desired), stick on rhinestones in fun colors 
Hot glue gun with hot glue gun sticks 
NEON ribbon (optional) 
 
Place the appliqués onto the headband and hot glue onto the places that you would like them on. Make 
sure the appliqués aren’t too big that they hang off the headband. Be sure to pick smaller ones. Place 
the rhinestones onto the headband wherever you want them. If desired, make a bow with the ribbon and 
place onto the side of the headband.  Covers requirements #4, 8 
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Covers requirement #4 
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Design Your Own Glow Party Outfit 

Don’t forget accessories! 



Glow Party Decoration & Invitation Ideas 

Invitation Ideas: —on paper— 
*NEON colored cardstock—write in black or milky white ink 
*black colored cardstock—write in white or NEON ink 
*white colored cardstock—write in black or NEON ink 

 
Invitation Ideas: —on the computer— 
*use clip art on the computer of glow sticks or music notes 
*make a concert ticket image by using a bookmark template  
*make a postcard size invitation by using a 3x5 template  
 
[MAKE SURE TO WRITE “Come dressed in white or NEON!”] 
 

Decoration Ideas 

Graffiti Wall 

Get black butcher paper and cover the entire wall space (or a designated area). Have the guests sign 
the walls with NEON or white colored markers. 

 
Photo backdrop 

Use a black sheet and splatter NEON paint all over. Allow time to dry before the 
party. Optional: stencil letters with NEON paint. 
 

Easy NEON signs 

Get several sheets of NEON poster board and decorate them with black markers 
and foam shapes. Great places to hang the signs are: refreshment table, DJ area, 
bathrooms, etc. You can get NEONname tags/price tags at the dollar store or office supply store to 
make it easier to label food. 

 

Photo frames 

Paint wooden photo frames with NEON paint and place pictures of your friends inside of 
them or drink/food names in them for the party. Your guests could even paint and  
decorate their own frames as an activity. 
 

GLOW food display 

Pick out your food display items (goblets, platters, cupcake stand) and spray paint 
them NEON yellow or green. Make sure you place doilies on them if you are serving 
food straight on top of them. Placing cups or lined cupcakes on them are fine. 

 

Streamer central 

Hang up NEON streamers. For extra, tie them around a hula hoop and 
place around a light or the refreshment table. They would also be cute taped around the re-
freshment or DJ table or as a backdrop for your photos. 
 

Radical flowers 

If you are decorating your flower, draw your design before you fold it. Fold a piece of 
white or NEON colored paper accordion style, starting at the shorter end of the paper. 
Once it is folded, staple the ends together to make a flower. Use packing tape or 
poster putty to adhere it to the wall or backdrop. For extra, you can make it multiple 
colors. 

Glow beauty bar 

Have a glow beauty bar for your guests! Put together some essential items to make all your 
guests glow, like NEON scrunchies, bows, and clips, glow body paint, extra glow necklaces 
and bracelets, nail stickers, name tags, simple make-up, hair 
paint, glow headbands, and more. Covers requirement #5 
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Decorate with: 

*neon paint 

*fun stickers 

*neon washi tape 

*confetti inside the envelope 

*neon markers 



Glow Party Invitations 
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Copy the below invitations out on cardstock paper in NEON colors.  
 
You can also write the items to bring or additional information about the 
event.  Example: “Wear White or NEON” or “Bring a glow stick.” 



Glow Party Food & Drinks 

FOOD 
Brightly colored cupcakes 

Pillsbury® frosting in a tub (neon or bright colored) 
1 prepackaged box of cake mix 
(all ingredients needed per the box) 
Muffin pan 
Cupcake papers 
Any decorations or sprinkles from the list on the right 

 
Prepare the cake mix according to the directions on the package. Spoon them 
into the cupcake papers. Wait until the cupcakes are cooled and frost them 
with the frosting. Decorate with brightly colored candies or sprinkles. 
 

Mini Microwave Pizza 

1 English muffin (per person) 
1 jar pizza or tomato sauce 
2 packages of shredded Mozzarella cheese 
Pizza toppings such as mushrooms, ham, and pepperoni 

 
Assembly: (each person assembles their own pizza) 
Split muffins apart and put 1/2 on plate 
Put on tomato sauce 
Top with shredded cheese 
Add toppings 
 

Cook each mini-pizza for 1 minute on high or until cheese melts. You can do both halves (making 2 mini 
pizzas) together. Encourage kids to be creative and try new things. Mozzarella cheese glows a little! 

 

Glow-in-the-dark Cupcakes 

White frosting in a tub 
1 prepackaged box of cake mix 
(all ingredients needed per the box) 
Muffin pan 
Cupcake papers 
Orange or green gelatin/JELL-O® 
Orange or green NEON food coloring 
Tonic water, chilled 
 
Prepare the cake mix according to the directions on the package. Spoon them into the cupcake papers. 
Mix the white frosting with the food coloring that compliments your JELL-O® (either orange or green). 
Wait until the cupcakes are cooled and frost them with the frosting. Freeze the cupcakes for 1 hour. Pre-
pare the JELL-O® with 1 cup of boiling water and 3 tablespoons of chilled tonic water. Take the frosted 
cupcakes and dip the tops in the JELL-O® mixture. Freeze the cupcakes again for 5-8 minutes. They’ll 
glow!! 

 

Glow Ice Cream Sundae Bar  

Vanilla ice cream 
Tonic water 
Any decorations or sprinkles from the list on the right 
Clear bowls for ice cream 
 

Blend a container of vanilla ice cream with about 3 tablespoons of tonic water. Freeze the ice cream in a 
container to maintain the firm consistency. Have an ice cream sundae bar or pre-scoop the ice cream 
into clear bowls. Top with the brightly colored candies. Watch them glow! 
 

 
 

Covers requirement #2 
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Candies that are brightly 

colored (used for  

decorations on sweets or 

to be used in dishes): 

 Candy dots 

 Gummies (gumdrops, 

gummy worms, 

gummy bears) 

 Gumballs 

 Pixy Stix® 

 Peeps® 

 BRIGHT Twizzlers® 

 NEON M&Ms® 

 Skittles® 

 Lollipops 

 Nerds® 

 Lifesaver® Gummies 

 Jellybeans 



Glow Party Food & Drinks 

FOOD 
Glow crispy treats 

Butter, unsalted 
Marshmallows 
Rice Krispies® cereal 
Caramel or honey (optional) 

 

Melt the butter in large sauce pan over low heat. Add marshmallows and stir until melted and well-

blended. Cook for about 2-3 minutes longer, stirring to make sure it doesn’t burn. Remove from heat. 

Add the crispy cereal and stir until well coated. Using a rubber spatula, press mixture evenly and firmly 

in buttered 13 x 9 inch pan. After they’re cooled, cut into squares. Drizzle with honey or caramel, if  

desired (for extra glow). Watch them glow! 

 

Bright Salad 

Head of lettuce  

Green bell peppers 

Eggs 

Light colored tortilla strips 

Olive oil 

Grated Parmesan cheese 

Add 3-4 eggs to boiling water and cook for 10-15 minutes. Remove the eggs from heat and drain the 

water. Chop the lettuce. The fresher the lettuce is when it is served, the more likely it is to have a red 

glow. Dice the green peppers and place them to the side with the tortilla strips. Pour the olive oil into a 

small bowl (about 5 –10 tablespoons) and sprinkle in some grated Parmesan cheese into it—this will be 

your dressing. Mix all of the DRY salad ingredients in a large bowl. When you are ready to serve the 

salad, pour dressing on top. Lightly toss the salad to mix the oil in. Sprinkle more cheese and tortilla 

strips onto the top of the salad for more glow. 

 
DRINKS 
Electric Lemonade 

Powered or fresh lemonade 
Tonic water, chilled 
Clear cups 
 
Mix the lemonade according to the package directions, but add 3 tablespoons of 
chilled tonic water. Serve in clear cups and watch it glow! 
 

Glow Fizzy Drink 

Clear soda, like Sprite® or Sierra Mist®  
Fresh oranges 
Ice cube trays 
Tonic water 
Clear cups 
 
Freeze tonic water in an ice cube tray overnight. Add to a clear soda, like Sprite® or 
Sierra Mist® and squeeze orange juice inside the drink and top with an orange slice. 
Pour into clear cups with 1-2 ice cubes and watch it glow! 

 
 

 
 

Covers requirement #2 
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                 Glow Party Beauty Looks  

Covers requirements #11, 12, 13 
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Hair  

 Try getting NEON hair chalk and brushing it your hair for a temporary NEON look 

 Try NEON hair extensions or add-ons 

 Try placing NEON or white scrunchies or headbands in your hair 

 Try a glow-in-the-dark headband (look by the glow accessories) 

 Try braiding your hair with NEON or white ribbon or hair chalk 

 

Body Paint 

 Purchase body paint from a craft store or online 

 Try stencils or freehand design with the body paint on paper or cardboard first 

 If you’re doing words, make sure you write them the RIGHT WAY, not  
      backwards in a mirror 

 Make sure your design is COMPLETELY dry before you touch it or put your  
      party clothes on 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Nails 

 Try a neon nail polish on all nails or an accent nail 

 Try neon or white nail stickers on all nails or an accent nail 

 Try different neon polishes on each nail for a rainbow effect 

 Try wrapping a section of your nail in nail tape to section off that  
      for neon color 

 Try your hand at incorporating black and white designs white  
       neon accents, like black background with  
       neon stripes or dots 

 

Make-up 

 Try some brightly colored eye shadow 

 Try some brightly colored lipstick or lip gloss—remember to  
       pace it out with neutral colored eyes, like in the picture below 

 Try some brightly colored eyeliner for a small burst of color 

 Try some very glittery eye shadow for a pop 

 Try some brightly colored eye shadow with a matching 
bright eyeliner to coordinate (see picture) 

 Try some funky false eyelashes to go really all out—
make sure you have eyelash glue and an adult assists 
you putting them on 

 Try layering a bright or bold lipstick with a glittery lip gloss  
       of a similar color for a doubly powerful look 

 Try some bright blush with nothing else on to brighten  
       your look 
 
 
 

Places to try body 

paint:  

 Upper arm 

 Forearm 

 Cheek 

 Hand 

 Feet (if you’re 

wearing flip 

flops) 

 Upper back/back 

of shoulder (if 

you’re wearing a 

tank top or 

sleeveless top) 

 Shoulder (if 

you’re wearing a 

tank top or 

sleeveless top) 

 Forehead (small 

design) 

 Neck/By ear 

Designs to Try: 

 Hearts 

 Swirls 

 Stars 

 Butterfly 

 Sayings (be careful with this one!) 

 Candy 

 Zig Zags 

 Bubbles 



Glow Party Games 

Hazy Hide and Seek 

 
Glow sticks 
String 
 

*This game is preferred to be outside and when it’s nighttime* 
 
Gather your friends and let someone either choose to be it or appoint someone to be it, they will be the 
seeker.  Choose a “base” for counting and to run to be safe. The base should be decorated with glow 
sticks on strings (preferably a tree). He/she turns around and counts to ten with their eyes closed at the 
"base" while the rest of the people hide. Then "It" says "Ready or Not, Here I Come" and rushes to find 
everyone.   Everyone tries to get to base without getting tagged or else they are "It".  If the person who 
is "It" doesn't get someone in three tries he/she gets to pick a person to be it! For extra bonus, the “It” 
has a glow stick. 

 

Electric Stick (Hot Potato) 

 
Glow stick 
Music 
 
Everybody sits in a circle, cross legged. When the music starts, people pass the glow stick around the 
circle to the music. When music stops, the person holding the glow stick is out! Optional, you can start a 
smaller circle when enough people are out. 

 

Glow Freeze Tag or Human Glow/Blob 

 
Glow sticks (about 2-3 different colors) 
 
*This game is preferred to be outside and when it’s nighttime* 
 

Divide the people into 2-3 teams and assign them a color glow stick. The idea of the game is to tag 
members of the opposite color as you. They must freeze until someone from their team tags them.  
Alternatively, when you tag someone, you can make them part of your team color instead of freezing 
them. 
 
 

USING WATER 

Glow Water Cup Relay 

 
Plastic cup 
Water 
Tonic water 
Two buckets 
 

*Before the game starts, add about a cup of tonic water to the water for GLOW!* 
 
Divide your group into lines and place the buckets at the end of the field. Fill one bucket with water and 
leave one empty. The first person in the line has to walk or run as fast as they can with the cup on their 
head to the bucket and fill the cup up with water and return it back to the person next in line. The next 
person does the same except this person has to dump what was left in the cup into the empty bucket. 
Then, they have to fill the cup up with water and balance it on their head to give the next person the cup. 
The goal is to have as much water in your cup to place in the bucket, so you have to plan your move-
ments wisely. The team that wins is the one that has the most in their bucket. 
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Glow Party Word Search [Solution] 

Covers requirement #7 
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F S E M A G L V N H Z A U D F 

W L N O I T A T I V N I S A I 

K O U T E L H A Y C N R C N H 

S C L O A I M G O D O D T C S 

T U I G R Y G N I H E X F E S 

H M O T Y E C H P R N P F B O 

G I U T S E S S T A B L S L R 

I X R S R W O C I I A R P A D 

L A R T I H O L E S E N L C N 

P V N U P C S L H N U S A K A 

V W H I T E L L G F T Q T L H 

U L T R A V I O L E T R T I C 

S I R P B G F H E G G V E G A 

R D Z L H R E T T I L G R H W 

J B H T B O D Y P A I N T T O 

BLACKLIGHT BODYPAINT BRIGHT 

CHANDROSS CONCERT DANCE 

EIGHTIES FLASHLIGHT FLUORESCENT 

FUN GAMES GLITTER 

GLOW GLOWSTICK INVITATION 

LIGHTS MUSIC NAILS 

NEON PARTY PHOSPHORS 

SPLATTER ULTRAVIOLET WHITE 



Patchwork Designs, Inc. 

 ORDER FORM 

Please complete this form and mail or fax it to: 

Patchwork Designs, Inc. 

8421 Churchside Drive 

Gainesville, VA 20155 

(703) 743-9948 PHONE 

( 703) 743-9942 FAX  

You can add any additional items to this form that you may need for your event or group. 

Name_____________________________________________________________________ 

Address___________________________________________________________________ 

City____________________________________ State_____________ Zip_____________ 

Phone (        )_____________________ Referred By:______________________________ 

Email Address: _________________________________________________________ 

Discover/MasterCard/Visa# _________-________-________- ________ or Check #_____ 

Expiration Date:_______________ Have you ordered before?__________________ 

Item # Description Quantity Unit Price  Total Price 

GLOW-16 Glow Party 2016   $1.15 $ 

    $ 

    $ 

    $ 

    $ 

      $ $ 

      $ $ 

      $ $ 

      $ $ 

      $ $ 

SUBTOTAL $ 

Regular Shipping & Handling [see next page]  $ 

 $ 

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ 
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All other resources are from our imagination or other kits we have written. 
 

Written by: Ariel Oandasan with help from Cheryle  
 

 

Patch Created By: 
Cheryle Oandasan 

Glow Party Budgeting: Many 

possibilities, but here is one:    

 

Light bulb (4) $12 

Pizza (2) $10.50 

Cups $3.25 

Body paint $2.75 

Candies (2) $3 

Shirt $2.50 

Streamers $1.50 

Posters $1 

Markers $4.25 

Bracelets (5) $5 

Soda (2) $3 

Cupcake mix $1.25 

= $50 


